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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet number</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byte number</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention pertains generally to routing data in wireless networks, and more particularly to improving TCP performance in wireless networks by distinguishing congestion versus random loss.

2. Description of the Background Art

The use of wireless information devices to access the Internet and the WWW, in particular, is an ever-increasing practice of mobile users world-wide, resulting in the need for reliable client-server communication over wireless links. Unfortunately, the de-facto Internet protocol for reliability, TCP, has severe performance problems when operated over wireless links.

Recent research has focused on the problems associated with TCP performance in the presence of wireless links and ways to improve its performance. The key issue lies at the very heart of TCP's congestion control algorithms: namely, packet loss is the only detection mechanism for congestion in the network. Wireless links are inherently lossy and, in addition to random losses, they suffer from long periods of fading as well. However, TCP has no mechanism to differentiate these losses from congestion and, therefore, treats all losses as congestive by reducing its transmission window (and in effect halving the throughput of the connection).

Many proposals to improve TCP performance have focused on hiding wireless losses from TCP by performing retransmissions of any lost data before TCP notices the loss. There is far less research on methods for TCP to differentiate between losses due to congestion and those due to noise on a wireless channel.

For example, router-based support for TCP congestion control can be provided through RED gateways, a solution in which packets are dropped in a fair manner (based upon probabilities) once the router buffer reaches a predetermined size. As an alternative to dropping packets, an Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) bit can be set in the packet header, prompting the source to slow down. However, current TCP implementations do not support the ECN method. An approach has also been proposed that prevents TCP sources from growing their congestion window beyond the bandwidth delay product (BWDP) of the network by allowing the routers to modify the receiver's advertised window field of the TCP header in such a way that TCP does not overrun the intermediate buffers in the network.

End-to-end congestion control approaches can be separated into three categories: using rate control, looking at changes in packet round-trip time (RTT), and modifying the source and/or receiver to return additional information beyond what is specified in the standard TCP header. A problem with rate-control and relying upon RTT estimates is that variations of congestion along the reverse path cannot be identified. Therefore, an increase in RTT due to reverse-path congestion or even link asymmetry will affect the performance of these algorithms in an adverse manner. In the case of RTT monitoring the window size could be decreased (due to increased RTT) resulting in decreased throughput; in the case of rate-based algorithms, the window could be increased in order to bump up throughput, resulting in increased congestion along the forward path.

The DUAL algorithm uses a congestion control scheme that examines the RTT variation as the indication of delay through the network. The algorithm keeps track of the minimum and maximum delay observed to estimate the maximum queue size in the bottleneck routers and keep the window size such that the queues do not fill and thereby cause packet loss. RFC 1185 uses the TCP Options to include a timestamp, in every data packet from sender to receiver in order to obtain a more accurate RTT estimate. The receiver echoes this timestamp in any acknowledgment (ACK) packet and the round-trip time is calculated with a single subtraction. This approach encounters problems when delayed ACKs are used because it is unclear to which packet the timestamp belongs. RFC1185 suggests that the receiver return the earliest timestamp so that the RTT estimate takes into account the delayed ACKs, as segment loss is assumed to be a sign of congestion, and the timestamp returned is from the SN which last advanced the window. When a hole is filled in the sequence space, the receiver returns the timestamp from the segment which filled hole. The downside of this approach is that it cannot provide accurate timestamps when segments are lost.

Two notable rate-control approaches are the Tri-S scheme and TCP Vegas. The Tri-S algorithm is a rate-based scheme that computes the achieved throughput by measuring the RTT for a given window size (which represents the amount of outstanding data in the network). It compares the throughput for a given window and then for the same window increased by one segment. If the throughput is less than one-half that achieved with the smaller window, they reduce the window by one segment. TCP Vegas tries to prevent congestion by estimating the expected throughput and then adjusting the transmission window to keep the actual observed throughput close the expected value.

Another approach is bandwidth probing. In this approach, two back-to-back packets are transmitted through the network and the interarrival time of their acknowledgment packets is measured to determine the bottleneck service rate (the conjecture is that the ACK spacing preserves the data packet spacing). This rate is then used to keep the bottleneck queue at a predetermined value. For the scheme to work, it is assumed that the routers are employing round-robin or some other fair service discipline. The approach does not work over heterogeneous networks, where the capacity of the reverse path could be orders of magnitude slower than the forward path because the data packet spacing is not preserved by the ACK packets. In addition, a receiver could employ a delayed ACK strategy as is common in many TCP
implementations, and congestion on the reverse path can interfere with ACK spacing and invalidate the measurements made by the algorithm.

There have also been attempts to differentiate between losses due to congestion and random losses on a wireless link. The proposed method uses variation in round-trip time (RTT) as the mechanism for determining congestion in the network. However, RTT monitoring alone cannot take into account the effects of congestion on the reverse path (as a contributing factor to increased RTT measurements).

Therefore, there is a need for a method of differentiating congestion from random losses on a wireless link that takes into account the effects of congestion on both the forward and reverse paths. The present invention satisfies that need, as well as others, and overcomes deficiencies in current TCP-based techniques.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is an extension of TCP that is capable of differentiating losses due to congestion from those caused by a lossy wireless link. The present invention is capable of determining congestion on the forward path of the connection and, therefore, can make a more accurate determination of the presence of congestion rather than a simple random loss on a lossy wireless channel.

It cannot be assumed that a reliable link layer or some other method of error recovery exists at the wireless interface; therefore, methods of discovering random wireless losses at the TCP source must be in place. When random losses do occur, there is no need to reduce TCP's transmission rate when the losses are not due to congestion. The present invention, which we refer to herein as "TCP-Santa Cruz", can monitor the queue developing over a bottleneck link and thus determine whether congestion is increasing in the network. It can then identify losses as either congestive or random and respond appropriately.

TCP-Santa Cruz also addresses the issue that applications over the Internet are likely to operate over paths which either exhibit a high degree of asymmetry or, which appear asymmetric due to significant load on the reverse data path. Under such conditions, TCP's method of ACK counting results in significant underutilization of the link with higher capacity due to loss of ACKs on the slow link. ACK loss also leads to very bursty data traffic on the forward path. For this reason, a better congestion control algorithm is needed that is resilient to ACK loss.

TCP-Santa Cruz is a new implementation of TCP that detects not only the initial stages of congestion in the network, but also identifies the direction of congestion; that is, TCP-Santa Cruz determines whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection. TCP-Santa Cruz is then able to isolate the forward throughput from events such as congestion that may occur on the reverse path. By way of example, and not of limitation, congestion is determined by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the network; this relative delay is the foundation of our congestion control algorithm. The relative delay is then used to estimate the number of packets residing in the bottleneck queue; the congestion control algorithm keeps the number of packets in the bottleneck queue at a minimum level by adjusting the TCP source's congestion window. The congestion window is reduced if the bottleneck queue length increases (in response to increasing congestion in the network) and the window is increased when the source detects additional bandwidth availability in the network (i.e., after a decrease in the bottleneck queue length). TCP-Santa Cruz can be implemented as a TCP option by utilizing the extra 40 bytes available in the options field of the TCP header.

The methods used to detect congestion in TCP-Santa Cruz are easily applied to wireless networks and are ideal for distinguishing congestion versus random loss on a wireless link. TCP-Santa Cruz can easily identify a congestive loss as one which is preceded by an increase in the bottleneck queue length. A wireless loss, on the other hand, can be identified as a loss that is not preceded by a buildup in the bottleneck queue. Our protocol monitors changes in the bottleneck queue over an interval substantially equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit one window of data and receive acknowledgments corresponding to all the packets in the window. If a packet is lost during an interval preceded by two consecutive intervals in which the bottleneck queue increased, then we conclude that the loss was due to congestion in the network. At that point the congestion avoidance algorithm is followed and the sender's transmission window is reduced in half. However, if a loss is not preceded by at least two intervals of increasing queue length, we infer that it is a random loss and the congestion avoidance is not reduced. TCP-Santa Cruz reduces the transmission rate only when congestion is identified as the cause of lost packets; otherwise wireless losses can simply be quickly retransmitted without a reduction in the data transmission rate.

Further objects and advantages of the invention will be brought out in the following portions of the specification, wherein the detailed description is for the purpose of fully disclosing preferred embodiments of the invention without placing limitations thereon.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be more fully understood by reference to the following drawings which are for illustrative purposes only:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of RTT ambiguity and determination of forward and reverse path queuing.

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the transmission of two packets and corresponding relative delay measurements.

FIG. 3A through FIG. 3D are diagrams illustrating determination of forward path congestion for the packets transmitted as shown in FIG. 2 for the cases of equal delay, 1st packet delayed, 2nd packet delayed, and non-FIFO arrival of packets, respectively.

FIG. 4 is a state diagram illustrating the determination of whether a Queue is filling, draining or maintaining based on the value of $D_{\text{avg}}$.

FIG. 5 is a diagram depicting a bottleneck link where delay consists of $\tau_{\text{eq}}$ which is the delay due to queuing and pktS, which is the packet service time over the link.

FIG. 6 is a state diagram illustrating the congestion avoidance policy and slow start followed by the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a state diagram illustrating monitoring buildup of network queue interval according to the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a ACK window transmitted from a receiver to sender wherein packets #1, #3 and #5 are lost.
The present invention, which we refer to herein as "TCP-Santa Cruz", can monitor the queue developing over a bottleneck link in a wireless network and thus determine whether congestion is increasing in the network. It can then identify losses as either congestive or random and respond appropriately. The following is a description of a preferred embodiment of the invention. Those skilled in the art will appreciate, however, that the technology may be implemented in alternative embodiments without departing from the invention herein.

TCP-Santa Cruz comprises two major areas of improvement over TCP Reno: congestion control and error recovery. With our error recovery methods we can perform timely and efficient early retransmission of any lost packet, eliminate unnecessary retransmissions for correctly received packets when multiple losses occur within a window of data, and provide RTT estimates during periods of congestion and retransmission, i.e., eliminate the need for Karn’s algorithm. The congestion control algorithm allows us to determine when congestion exists in the forward path; a condition which cannot be detected by a round-trip time estimate. This type of monitoring allows us to detect the incipient stages of congestion and to respond to these early warning signs by increasing or decreasing the congestion window. In addition, based upon relative delay calculations, we are able to isolate the forward throughput from any congestion that might be present along the reverse path. The mechanisms in TCP-Santa Cruz used for congestion control and error recovery are described below.

1. Congestion Control
   1.1 Eliminating RTT Ambiguity Using Relative Delays

   Round-trip time measurements alone are not sufficient for determining whether data is proceeding along a congested path. FIG. 1 shows an example of the ambiguity involved when only RTT measurements are considered. The example shows the transmission of two packets, 10, 12, being sent at times t=1 and t=2, respectively, and the returning acknowledgments from the receiver at t=5 and t=7, respectively. The forward delay, $D^f_{10}$, between the two packets is -0.05 in this example as depicted by arrival times t=3.5 and t=4, respectively. If only round-trip time (RTT) measurements were used, then measurements RTT,=4 (packet 10) and RTT,=5 (packet 12) could lead to an incorrect conclusion of developing congestion in the forward path for the second packet. The true cause of increased RTT for the second packet is congestion in the reverse path, not the data path.

   Our protocol solves this ambiguity by introducing the notion of the relative forward delay. Using this mechanism we will show that in the forward path congestion has actually improved for the second packet.

   The congestion control algorithm in TCP-Santa Cruz is based upon changes in the relative delay (increases and decreases in delay that packets experience with respect to each other) as packets are transmitted through the network. The relative delay is calculated from a timestamp returned by the receiver in every acknowledgment packet and specifies the arrival time of the packet at the destination. With relative delay measurements the sender can infer changes that are impossible to determine with a RTT measurements, i.e. the sender can determine whether congestion is increasing or decreasing in either the forward or reverse path of the connection. This determination can be made for every acknowledgment received (including retransmissions).

   FIG. 2 shows the transfer of two sequential packets, labeled pkt #1 (or i) and pkt #2 (or j), transmitted from a source to a receiver. The sender maintains a table with the following times for each packet transmitted: the transmission time of the data packet; the arrival time of an acknowledgment packet for the packet; and the arrival time of the data packet at the destination as reported by the receiver in its acknowledgment. From this information the sender is able to calculate for any two data packets the following time intervals: S, the time interval between the transmission the packets; A, the time between arrival of their acknowledgments at the sender; and R, the inter-arrival time of the data packets at the receiver. From these values, the relative forward delay can be obtained:

   \[ D^f_{ij} = R_{ij} - S_{ij} \]  

   where

   \[ D^f_{ij} \]

   represents the additional forward delay experienced by packet j with respect to packet i.

   FIG. 3 illustrates how congestion is determined in the forward path. As illustrated in FIG. 3A, when

   \[ D^f_{ij} = 0 \]

   the two packets experience the same amount of queuing in the forward path. FIG. 3B shows that the first packet was delayed more than the second packet whenever

   \[ D^f_{ij} < 0. \]

   FIG. 3C shows that the second packet has been delayed with respect to the first one when

   \[ D^f_{ij} > 0. \]

   Finally, FIG. 3D illustrates out-of-order arrival at the receiver. In this case the sender is able to determine the presence of multiple paths to the destination by the timestamps returned from the receiver. Note that in the example we have shown measurements for two consecutive packets; however, it is not necessary that the calculations are performed on two sequential packets. If the receiver employs delayed acknowledgments the scheme still works; however, the granularity of measurement is every other packet (or whatever ACK policy is used) instead of on a per packet basis.

   When computing the relative delay by comparing the transmission of any two packets, four distinct cases are possible regarding the forward data path: no detected increase in forward path; 1st packet experiences congestion in the forward path; 2nd packet experiences congestion in
the forward path; or the packets take alternate routes to the destination (non-FIFO arrival at the receiver).

At any time during the connection, the queues (and specifically the bottleneck queue) is in one of three states: increasing in size, decreasing or maintaining its current state. Figure 4 shows via a state diagram how the computation of the relative delay, $D_{ij}^r$, provides information about the bottleneck queue and allows an easy determination of change in queue state based upon calculations of $D_{ij}^r$ over time. The goal in TCP-Santa Cruz is to allow the network queues (specifically the bottleneck queue) to grow to a desired size; the specific algorithm to achieve this goal is described next.

1.2 Congestion Control Algorithm

Summing the relative delay measurements over a period of data flow gives us an indication of the level of queuing at the bottleneck. If the sum of relative delays over an interval was zero, we would know that no additional congestion or queuing was present in the network at the end of the interval with respect to the beginning. Likewise, if we were to sum from the beginning of a session, and at any point if the summation was equal to zero, we would know that all of the data was contained in the links and not in the network queues. The congestion control algorithm of TCP-Santa Cruz operates by summing the relative delays from the beginning of a session, and then updating the measurements at intervals equal to the amount of time to transmit a windowful of data and receive the corresponding ACKs. The relative delay sum is then translated into the equivalent number of packets (queued at the bottleneck) represented by the sum of relative delays. In other words, the algorithm attempts to maintain the following condition:

$$N_q = n$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where

$$N_q = N_q + M_{W_{i-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

and $N_q$ is the total number of packets queued at the bottleneck from the beginning of the connection until $t_j$. $n$ is the desired number of packets, per session, to be queued at the bottleneck; $M_{W_{i-1}}$ is the additional amount of queuing introduced over the previous window $W_{i-1}$; and $N_q = M_{W_{i-1}}$.

1.2.1 The Operating Point

The operating point $n$ is the desired number of packets to reside in the bottleneck queue. $n$ should be greater than zero; the intuition behind this decision is that an operating point equal to zero would lead to underutilization of the available bandwidth because the queues are always empty, i.e., no queuing is tolerated. Instead, the goal is to provide a small amount of queuing so that a packet is always available for forwarding over the bottleneck link. For example, if we choose $n=1$, then we expect a session to maintain one packet in the bottleneck queue, i.e., our ideal or desired congestion window would be one packet above the bandwidth delay product (BWDP) of the network.

1.2.2 Translating the Relative Delay

The relative delay gives us a sense of the change in queuing, but it tells us nothing about the actual number of packets represented by this number. We translate the sum of relative delays into the equivalent number of packets by first calculating the average packet service time (sec/pkt) achieved by a session over an interval. This rate over the forward path is of course limited by the bottleneck link. Our model of the bottleneck link, depicted in Figure 5, consists of two delay parameters: queuing delay, $Q_q$, and output service time, $S_{out}$, the amount of time to service a packet. The queuing delay is variable and is controlled by the congestion control algorithm by changing the sender's congestion window. We get a sense of this value with the relative delay measurements. The output rate of a FIFO queue will vary according to the number of sessions and the burstiness of the arrivals from various sessions. The packet service rate is calculated as

$$r = \frac{R}{\# \text{packets received}}$$

where $R$ is the difference in arrival time of the two packets as calculated from the timestamps returned by the receiver. Because this rate changes throughout an interval, we calculate the average packet service time, $S_{out}$, over the interval. Finally, we translate the accumulated relative delays over the interval into the equivalent number of packets by dividing the amount of time a packet is delayed with respect to another (relative delay) by the average time to service a packet to obtain the number of packets represented by the delay:

$$M_{W_{i-1}} = \frac{\sum D_{ij}^r}{r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

where $k$ are packet-pairs within window $W_{i-1}$. The total queuing at the end of the interval is determined by Equations 1.2 and 1.3.

1.2.3 Adjusting the Window

We attempt to keep the SC-TCP congestion window such that Equation 1.2 is satisfied within a range of $n \pm \delta$, where $\delta$ is some fraction of a packet. Adjustments are made to the congestion window only at discrete intervals, i.e., in the time taken to empty a windowful of data from the network. Over this interval, $M_{W_{i-1}}$ is calculated and at the end of the interval it is added to $N_q$. If the result falls within the range of $n \pm \delta$, the congestion window is maintained at its current size. If, however, $N_q$ falls below $n-\delta$, the system is not being pushed enough and the window is increased linearly during the next interval. If $N_q$ rises above $n+\delta$, then the system is being pushed too high above our desired operating point, and the congestion window is decreased linearly during the next interval.

In TCP Reno the congestion control algorithm is driven by the arrival of ACKs at the source (the window is incremented by 1/cwnd for each ACK while in the congestion avoidance phase) and is for this reason adversely affected by ACK loss. ACK loss becomes a predominant feature in TCP over asymmetric networks. Because our
congestion control algorithm makes adjustments to the window based upon the advancement of the window and not on the arrival of ACKs in general, the algorithm is robust to ACK loss.

1.2.4 Startup

Currently, the algorithm used by TCP at startup is the slow start algorithm used by TCP Reno with two modifications: the initial cwnd is set to two segments instead of one so that initial values for

\[ D_{1/2} \]

can be calculated and the algorithm may stop slow start before ssthresh-cwnd if any relative delay measurement or \( N_e \) exceeds n/2. During slow start the congestion window doubles every round-trip time, leading to an exponential growth in the congestion window. Many divergent problems have been identified with slow start. On the one hand, the algorithm actually causes the congestion window to grow very quickly and such rapid growth often leads to congestion in the data path. This is the approach taken by TCP Reno to find the optimal window size. In contrast, for connections with very high bandwidth delay products, slow start is actually too slow, and if a transfer is very short it is possible that the pipe is never filled, which leads to underutilization of the network and renders short transfers very expensive. In TCP-Santa Cruz, slow start is stopped as soon as any congestion is identified in the forward path, i.e. as soon as

\[ D_{1/2} > 0 \]

for any measurement, we stop the exponential increase and move to our congestion avoidance algorithm. Once stopped, slow start begins again only if a timeout occurs. The complete state diagram 40 showing the adjustment of the congestion window during startup and congestion avoidance is shown in FIG. 6.

2. Error Recovery

2.1 Improved RTT Estimate

TCP-Santa Cruz provides an improved RTT estimate over traditional TCP approaches, as well as TCP Vegas, by measuring the round-trip time (RTT) of every segment transmitted. RTT estimates are made for each packet for which an acknowledgment (ACK) is received, including retransmissions. This eliminates the need for Karn’s algorithm (in which RTT measurements are not made for retransmissions) and timer-backoff strategies (in which the timeout value is essentially doubled after every timeout and retransmission).

To accomplish the above, TCP-Santa Cruz requires each returning acknowledgment packet to indicate the precise packet that caused the ACK to be generated and the sender must keep atimestamp for each transmitted packet. The precise packet can be uniquely identified by specifying both a sequence number and a transmission copy number. For example, the first transmission of packet “1” is specified as “1.1”, the second transmission is labeled “1.2”, etc. In this way it is possible for the sender to perform a new round-trip time estimate for every acknowledgment it receives. Therefore, acknowledgments from the receiver are logically a 3-tuple consisting of a cumulative acknowledgment (indicating the sequence number of the highest in-order packet received so far), and the 2-element sequence number of the packet generating the ACK (usually the most recently received packet). For example, acknowledgment “5.7.2” indicates a cumulative acknowledgment of “5” and the current acknowledgment was generated by the second transmission of a packet with sequence number “7”.

As with traditional TCP, we do not want the RTT estimate to be updated too quickly; therefore, a weighted average is computed for each new value received. We use the same algorithm as TCP; however, the computation is performed for every acknowledgment received, instead of once per round-trip time.

3. Discovering Wireless Losses

As congestion develops in a wired network, data packets fill the network links. If the rate of data entering the network continues to increase, data packets fill the network queues until the queues reach capacity and the routers begin to drop packets. In other words, losses due to congestion are preceded by an increase in the network bottleneck queue. The basic methods used to detect congestion in TCP-Santa Cruz are easily applied to networks containing wireless links and are ideal for distinguishing congestion versus random loss in a network which may or may not contain a wireless link.

TCP-Santa Cruz easily identifies a congestive loss as one which is preceded by an increase in the bottleneck queue length. A wireless loss, on the other hand, can be identified as a random loss that is not preceded by a buildup in the bottleneck queue. TCP-Santa Cruz monitors changes in the bottleneck queue over an interval equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit one window of data and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all the packets transmitted in the window.

FIG. 7 is a state diagram 50 that shows how the protocol counts intervals of queue buildup. The protocol starts in state count-0 which means we have not noticed an interval in which the bottleneck queue increased. Once an interval experiences an increase in queue length, we transition to the state count-1. An interval with a decrease or steady queue size causes a transition back. Finally, if a loss occurs in state count-2, we conclude that the loss was due to congestion. At that point, the congestion avoidance algorithm is followed and the sender’s transmission window is reduced in half. However, if a loss is not preceded by at least two consecutive intervals of increasing queue length, we infer that it is a random loss and the congestion avoidance algorithm is not followed and the transmission window is maintained at its current size. We have chosen the constraint of two intervals of increasing queue length (instead of just one) as the signal for congestion in order to avoid any noise in the network. It may also be possible to use other values. TCP-Santa Cruz reduces the transmission rate only when congestion is identified as the cause of lost packets; otherwise, wireless losses can simply be retransmitted without a reduction in the data transmission rate.

3.1 ACK Window

To assist in the identification and recovery of lost packets, the receiver in TCP-SC returns an ACK Window to the sender to indicate any holes in the received sequential stream. The ACK Window is similar to the bit vectors used in previous protocols, such as NETBLT and TCP-SACK. However, unlike TCP-SACK our approach provides a new mechanism whereby the receiver is able to report the status of every packet within the current transmission window. Note that TCP-SACK is generally limited by the TCP options field to reporting only three sections of continuous
data within a window. The ACK Window is maintained as a vector in which each bit represents the receipt of a specified number of bytes beyond the cumulative acknowledgment. The receiver determines an optimal granularity for bits in the vector and indicates this value to the sender via a one-byte field in the header. A maximum of 19 bytes are available for the ACK window in order to meet the 40-byte limit of the TCP option field in the TCP header. The granularity of the bits in the window is bounded by the receiver’s advertised window and the 19 bytes available for the ACK window; this can accommodate a 64K window with each bit representing 450 bytes. Ideally, a bit in the vector would represent the MSS of the connection, or the typical packet size. Note this approach is meant for data intensive traffic, therefore bits represent at least 50 bytes of data. If there are no holes in the expected sequential stream at the receiver, then the ACK window is not generated.

FIG. 8 shows the transmission of five packets, #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, three of which (#1, #3, and #5) are lost and are shown using a stippled pattern. The packets are of variable size and the length of each is indicated by a horizontal arrow. Each bit in the ACK window represents 50 bytes with a “1” if the bytes are present at the receiver and a “0” if they are missing. Once packet #2 is recovered, the receiver would generate a cumulative acknowledgment of “1449” and the bit vector would indicate positive acknowledgments for bytes “1600” through “1849”. There is some ambiguity for packets “3” and “4” since the ACK window shows that bytes “1550” through “1599” are missing. The sender knows that this range includes packets “3” and “4” and is able to infer that packet “3” is lost and packet “4” has been received correctly. The sender maintains the information returned in the ACK Window, flushing it only when the window advances. This helps to prevent the unnecessary retransmission of correctly received packets following a timeout when the session enters slow start.

3.2 Retransmission Policy

Our retransmission strategy is motivated by such evidence as Internet trace reports which show that 85% of TCP timeouts are due to non-trigger. Non-trigger is when a packet is retransmitted by the sender without previous attempts, i.e., TCP's fast retransmission mechanism never happened. For this reason we need to quickly recover losses without necessarily waiting for three duplicate acknowledgments from the receiver.

Given that TCP-Santa Cruz has a much tighter estimate of the RTT time per packet and that the TCP-Santa Cruz sender receives precise information on each packet correctly received, TCP-Santa Cruz is able to determine when a packet has been dropped and can avoid waiting for TCP's Fast Retransmit algorithm and quickly retransmit and recover a lost packet once any ACK for a subsequently transmitted packet is properly received and a time constraint is met.

Suppose packet i, initially transmitted at time t, is lost and is marked as a hole in the ACK window. Packet i can be retransmitted as soon as an acknowledgment arrives for any packet transmitted at time t, such that t > t, and t < t where t is the current time and RTT is the estimated round-trip time of the connection. Any packet which is marked as unreceived in the ACK window can be a candidate for early retransmission.

4. Implementation

TCP-Santa Cruz can be implemented as a TCP option containing the fields depicted in Table 1. The TCP-SC option can vary in size from 11 bytes to 40 bytes, depending on the size of the acknowledgment window (see Section 3.1).

5. Performance Results

We compared the performance of TCP-Santa Cruz to TCP Reno over a network consisting of wired network segments (representing the Internet) connected to a base station on a wireless LAN. We performed FTP transfers from an Internet server to a wireless host for a variety of wireless link error rates. At a low wireless bit error rate of 1 x 10^-6, on average 1 out of every 125 packets were dropped on the wireless link for both the TCP-Santa Cruz and TCP Reno transfers. Each simulation was run for 60 seconds.

As explained above, FIG. 7 illustrates how TCP-Santa Cruz counts the consecutive intervals over which it notices a bottleneck queue increases in order to determine if congestion is present when a loss is detected. In our test we found that the value of count was rarely equal to two, which would indicate that nearly all losses on the wireless link would be considered as random by the protocol. In other words, once the losses are discovered, we expect the protocol to simply retransmit most losses without reducing the transmission window.

We noticed that for TCP-Santa Cruz the congestion window never dropped to half of its value when these losses occurred on the wireless link, verifying that, in this simulation, TCP-Santa Cruz correctly identified all losses as random losses and not due to congestion. There was one instance, however, where we noted a TCP timeout because a retransmitted packet was once again dropped on the wireless link.

The simulation was run with n = 4, which means that TCP-Santa Cruz would try to fill the bit pipe and maintain an extra 4 packets in the bottleneck queue (at the base station). We found that TCP-Santa Cruz maintained its window around 10 packets, exactly the BWDP (6 packets) plus the extra 4 packets in the queue. This steady value of the congestion window is directly correlated to the number of packets in the bottleneck queue. On the other hand, we found that the congestion window for TCP Reno oscillated wildly between 1 and 25 packets (at times up to 60 packets during the Fast Recovery phase). This variation in the congestion window was directly responsible for long end-to-end delays experienced by transfers using TCP Reno.

We found that the delay experienced by packets in TCP-Santa Cruz to be roughly half the delay with TCP Reno. In addition, the variance in delay was an order of magnitude smaller. Because TCP Reno keeps so many packets in the bottleneck queue, each packet experiences a considerable amount of queuing before it is transmitted over the wireless link. The only time packets experience low delay is immediately following either a timeout (when the congestion window is reduced to one segment) or after a fast retransmit (when the congestion window is cut in half). Shortly thereafter the queue again builds and the delay once again increases.

With respect to throughput it is important to mention that for this error rate, TCP Reno did not experience an appreciable reduction in throughput because it was able to recover most errors via the fast transmission mechanism and therefore was able to keep its window large enough to fill the bit pipe of the connection.

We also performed simulations for a variety of link error rates. The error rates were increased from 1 x 10^-6 to 1 x 10^-7 (corresponding to 1 packet loss per 12.5 packets). We found that TCP-Santa Cruz proved higher throughput than TCP Reno in all cases. If fact, we found that the throughput of
TCP-Santa Cruz did not drop significant until very high errors rates (e.g., 1 packet per 12.5). This drop was due to the fact that so many of the retransmissions were also subsequently dropped. The current code in this case defaults to a timeout for the second retransmission, but it would be possible to check on the status of the retransmitted packet whenever an ACK arrives because TCP-Santa Cruz keeps a timestamp for every transmission. This would improve performance for these catastrophic error rates.

With regard to changes in end-to-end delay with increases in error rate, TCP Reno experienced a very large delay variance at the rate 1/12.5 packet loss. This was because packets either make it though quickly with a small bottleneck queue, or they experience a long delay due to timeouts. The delay in TCP-Santa Cruz, however, was fairly steady until the large error rate at which time so many dropped packets were also dropped on the retransmission that timeouts were experienced as well.

Through our tests, we demonstrated that our algorithm is able to correctly differentiate between random losses and congestion losses. TCP-Santa Cruz is able to maintain high throughput over the wireless link because it does not reduce its sending rate when the losses are determined to be due to the wireless link. TCP Reno, on the other hand, can make no such distinction and as a result performs very poorly, even when link error rates are low. TCP-Santa Cruz also produces reduced delay and delay variation from source to receiver because it keeps the bottleneck queue at a minimum level and does not create the oscillations in bottleneck queue length that is typical of the TCP Reno transmission pattern. Additional details regarding TCP-Santa Cruz and its performance can be found in C. Parson and J. J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves, "Improving TCP Congestion Control Over Internets with Heterogeneous Transmission Media," Proc. IEEE ICNP '99: 7th International Conference on Network Protocols, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 31–Nov. 3, 1999, incorporated herein by reference.

6. Advantages and Improvements Over Existing Practice

TCP-Santa Cruz makes use of a simple timestamp returned from the receiver to estimate the level of queuing in the bottleneck link of a connection. The protocol successfully isolates the forward throughput of the connection from events on the reverse link by considering the changes in delay along the forward link only. We successfully decouple the growth of the congestion window from the number of returned ACKs (the approach taken by TCP), which makes the protocol resilient to ACK loss. The protocol provides quick and efficient error-recovery by identifying losses via an ACK window without waiting for three duplicate acknowledgments. An RTT estimate for every packet transmitted (including retransmissions) allows the protocol to recover from lost retransmissions without using timer-backoff strategies. TCP-Santa Cruz is the only protocol to date that can accurately determine random wireless losses by monitoring the increase in queue length along the forward path of a connection. In this way, there is no chance for fluctuations in congestion along the reverse path in influence our determination of congestion along the forward path.

Simulation results show that TCP-Santa Cruz provides high throughput and low end-to-end delay and delay variance over networks with a simple bottleneck link, networks with congestion in the reverse path of the connection, and networks which exhibit path asymmetry. We have shown that TCP-Santa Cruz eliminates the oscillations in the congestion window, but still maintains high link utilization. As a result, it provides much lower delays than current TCP implementations.

For the simple bottleneck configuration our protocol provides a 20%–39% improvement in end-to-end delay (depending on the value of n) and a delay variance three orders of magnitude lower than TCP Reno. For experiments with congestion on the reverse path, TCP-Santa Cruz provides an improvement in throughput of at least 47%–67% over both TCP Reno and TCP Vegas, as well as an improvement in end-to-end delay of 45% to 59% over TCP Reno with a reduction in delay variance of three orders of magnitude. When we examine networks with path asymmetry, TCP Reno and TCP Vegas achieve link utilization of only 52% and 33%, respectively, whereas TCP-Santa Cruz achieves 99% utilization. End-to-end delays for this configuration are also reduced by 42%–58% over TCP Reno.

Although the description above contains many specificities, these should not be construed as limiting the scope of the invention but as merely providing illustrations of some of the presently preferred embodiments of this invention. Therefore, it will be appreciated that the scope of the present invention fully encompasses other embodiments which may become obvious to those skilled in the art, and that the scope of the present invention is accordingly to be limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in which reference to an element in the singular is not intended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so stated, but rather "one or more." All structural, chemical, and functional equivalents to the elements of the above-described preferred embodiment that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art are expressly incorporated herein by reference and are intended to be encompassed by the present claims. Moreover, it is not necessary for a device or method to address each and every problem sought to be solved by the present invention, for it to be encompassed by the present claims. Furthermore, no element, component, or method step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of whether the element, component, or method step is explicitly recited in the claims. No claim element herein is to be construed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, unless the element is expressly recited using the phrase "means for."

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCP-Santa Cruz Options Field Description</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kind of protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-copy</td>
<td>4 (bits)</td>
<td>retransmission number data packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK-copy</td>
<td>4 (bits)</td>
<td>retransmission number of data packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK-seq</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>generating ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence number of data packet generating ACK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>arrival time of data packet generating ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Vector</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>number of bytes in each bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>0–19</td>
<td>indicates hole in the receive stream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is claimed is:

1. A method for differentiating congestion-related packet loss versus random packet loss in a wireless data connection, comprising:
   - monitoring changes in the length of a transmission queue in a wireless data connection;
   - designating packet loss as being due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by an increase in the queue length;
designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by an increase in the queue length; monitoring changes in the length of said queue over an interval substantially equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window; initializing a state count to zero; transitioning from the state count zero to state count one if the length of said queue increases during the next interval; transitioning from the state count one to state count zero if the length of said queue decreases or remains steady during the next subsequent interval; transitioning from state count one to state count two if the length of said queue increases during the next subsequent interval; and designating packet loss as due to congestion if state count two is reached.

2. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising: applying a collision avoidance algorithm if packet loss is designated as due to congestion.

3. A method as recited in claim 2, wherein said collision avoidance algorithm comprises reducing the sender's transmission window by one-half.

4. A method for differentiating congestion-related packet loss versus random packet loss in a wireless data connection, comprising:

monitoring changes in the length of a transmission queue in a wireless data connection;

designating packet loss as being due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by an increase in the queue length;
designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by an increase in the queue length;
determining whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection; and isolating forward throughput from congestion on the reverse path;

wherein congestion is determined by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the connection.

5. A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said relative delay is used to estimate the number of packets residing in the queue.

6. A method as recited in claim 5, further comprising keeping the number of packets in the queue at a minimum level by adjusting a congestion window.

7. A method as recited in claim 6, further comprising: reducing the congestion window if the queue length increases; and increasing the congestion window if the queue length decreases.

8. A TCP-based congestion management protocol for a wireless data connection, comprising:

monitoring changes in a length of a transmission queue in a data connection;
designating packet loss as being due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by at least two consecutive intervals of increasing queue length; and designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by at least two consecutive intervals of increasing queue length; applying a collision avoidance algorithm if packet loss is designated as due to congestion; wherein each said interval comprises the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window;

wherein collision avoidance algorithm comprises reducing the sender's transmission window by one-half;

initializing a state count to zero; transitioning from a state count zero to state count one if the length of said queue increases during the next interval; transitioning from the state count one to state count zero if the length of said queue decreases or remains steady during the next subsequent interval; transitioning from a state count one to state count two if the length of said queue increases during the next subsequent interval; and designating packet loss as due to congestion if state count two is reached.

9. A protocol as recited in claim 8, further comprising determining whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection.

10. A protocol as recited in claim 9, further comprising isolating forward throughput from congestion on the reverse path.

11. A protocol as recited in claim 10, wherein congestion is determined by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the connection.

12. A protocol as recited in claim 11, wherein said relative delay is used to estimate the number of packets residing in the queue.

13. A protocol as recited in claim 12, further comprising keeping the number of packets in the queue at a minimum level by adjusting a congestion window.

14. A protocol as recited in claim 13, further comprising: reducing the congestion window if the queue length increases; and increasing the congestion window if the queue length decreases.

15. A method for differentiating congestion-related packet loss versus random packet loss in a wireless data connection, comprising:

monitoring changes in the length of a transmission queue in a wireless data connection over an interval substantially equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window;
designating packet loss as being due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by an increase in the queue length;
designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by an increase in the queue length; and applying a collision avoidance algorithm if packet loss is designated as due to congestion; wherein each said interval comprises the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window; wherein collision avoidance algorithm comprises reducing the sender's transmission window by one-half; initializing a state count to zero; transitioning from a state count zero to state count one if the length of said queue increases during the next interval; transitioning from the state count one to state count zero if the length of said queue decreases or remains steady during the next subsequent interval; transitioning from a state count one to state count two if the length of said queue increases during the next subsequent interval; and designating packet loss as due to congestion if state count two is reached.

16. A method as recited in claim 15, further comprising: applying a collision avoidance algorithm if packet loss is designated as due to congestion.
17. A method as recited in claim 16, wherein said collision avoidance algorithm comprises reducing the sender's transmission window by one-half.

18. A method for differentiating congestion-related packet loss versus random packet loss in a wireless data connection, comprising:
   monitoring changes in the length of a transmission queue in a wireless data connection over an interval substantially equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window;
   designating packet loss as being due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by an increase in the queue length;
   designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by an increase in the queue length;
   determining whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection; and
   isolating forward throughput from congestion on the reverse path;
wherein congestion is determined by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the connection.

19. A method as recited in claim 18, wherein said relative delay is used to estimate the number of packets residing in the queue.

20. A method as recited in claim 19, further comprising keeping the number of packets in the queue at a minimum level by adjusting a congestion window.

21. A method as recited in claim 20, further comprising:
   reducing the congestion window if the queue length increases; and
   increasing the congestion window if the queue length decreases.

22. A TCP-based congestion management protocol for a wireless data connection, comprising:
   monitoring changes in a length of a transmission queue in a data connection over an interval substantially equal to the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window;
   designating packet loss as due to congestion if said packet loss is preceded by at least two consecutive intervals of increasing queue length; and
   designating packet loss as random loss if said packet loss is not preceded by at least two consecutive intervals of increasing queue length;
   applying a collision avoidance algorithm if packet loss is designated as due to congestion;
   wherein each said interval comprises the amount of time it takes to transmit a window of data packets and receive acknowledgements corresponding to all data packets transmitted in the window;
   wherein collision avoidance algorithm comprises reducing the sender's transmission window by one-half;
   initializing a state count to zero;
   transitioning from a state count zero to state count one if the length of said queue increases during the next interval;
   transitioning from the state count one to state count zero if the length of said queue decreases or remains steady during next subsequent interval;
   transitioning from a state count one to state count two if the length of said queue increases during the next subsequent interval; and
   designating packet loss as due to congestion if state count two is reached.

23. A protocol as recited in claim 22, further comprising determining whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection.

24. A protocol as recited in claim 23, further comprising isolating forward throughput from congestion on the reverse path.

25. A protocol as recited in claim 24, wherein congestion is determined by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the connection.

26. A protocol as recited in claim 25, wherein said relative delay is used to estimate the number of packets residing in the queue.

27. A protocol as recited in claim 26, further comprising keeping the number of packets in the queue at a minimum level by adjusting a congestion window.

28. A protocol as recited in claim 27, further comprising:
   reducing the congestion window if the queue length increases; and
   increasing the congestion window if the queue length decreases.

29. A method for improving TCP performance over a wireless connection, comprising:
   detecting the initial stages of congestion in the connection, and identifying the direction of the congestion;
   determining whether congestion is developing in the forward or reverse path of the connection;
   isolating the forward throughput from events such as congestion that may occur on the reverse path;
   determining congestion by calculating the relative delay that one packet experiences with respect to another as it traverses the network;
   using said relative delay to estimate the number of packets residing in a bottleneck queue;
   keeping the number of packets in the bottleneck queue at a minimum level by adjusting the TCP source's congestion window;
   reducing the congestion window if the bottleneck queue length increases; and increasing the congestion window when the source detects additional bandwidth availability in the connection.

* * * * *